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RE-HAB PROJECT - EXPLANATORY NOTES 

LOCATION   The selected area for this project is a terrain situated on Recife - a litoranean city 

in northeast of Brasil -  on the waterfront of Capibaribe River, in wich lives a very poor population of 

fisherman. They live in precary stilt houses built with wood, cardboard and zinc sheets found on ash.  

 

 

In red: The axis of expansion of this community 

 

THE PROBLEM   The main idea of this project emerges of a frequent type of habitation in 

northeast and nort of Brasil: Stilt Houses above the water. Many poor people of litorane cities that survives 

on fishing encounter in the water not only the ecossistem that provides food and money, but a home: A 

place to live in cities that offers economically inacessible lands to the majority of population. Living near the 

water, these populations of fisherman are practically looking to their work. They economize in transportation 

from home to workplace. But even with all these points that justify this way of life, living next to water in 

brasilian cities is not  a  dignified  condition. First because many of our watercourses are polluted by the 

own citizens, and after all because these stilt houses are builted on improvise, with no resistant materials 

(many times found on trash) and with few resources.  

Looking for this inhuman conditions, some governments has made habitational programs to relocate this 

people and giving them dignified homes. However, most of this interventions do not consider their way of 

subsistence, their relation with the water.  In Recife City – PE – Brasil, where the choosen community is 

located, the huge majority of the interventions already made moved this population to distant areas where 

the land was cheaper. In this areas, people that always have survived above the water and of the water have 

to find a way of survive away of the fishing activities they used to do and away of the the watercourses. Well, 

its not necessary to say this habitational programs did not worked out as planned. Many people did not like  
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the new residences, not even the new  area they are supposed to live in. Fisherman had to  move along the 

city, face the traffic and spend more to arrive to an watercourse and continue their activities. Also, there are 

high indices of degradation and violence on this habitational neighborhoods.  

In face of this situation, its appropriate to think: Simply giving a home without caring about where it is or for 

whom it is gives us an adequate solution to the habitational problem?  Why not to let these people stay 

where they belong? People can not live next to watercourses only because it’s risky and sickly or also 

because there are more powerful interests that want to dominate these areas? It’s impossible to have a 

dignified life living in stilt houses? Independent habitational unities are necessarily expensive? 

Well, there are yet a lot of other questions. But focusing only on these questions above presented was 

possible to formulate challenging-objectives and a necessity program: 

 

CHALLENGING - OBJECTIVES 

1. To plan a dignified space of living to this community in the same place that they have lived in 

precary conditions. 

2. Think on economically accessible habitational unities that can be finnanciated individually for each 

family. Maximum of 5.000 USD for house. 

3. Design Habitational Unities on stilts able to resist to eventual floods. 

4. Deal with water. 

NECESSITY PROGRAM 

GENERAL 

1. Contemplate at least 40 families that live in the area. 

2. Create spaces of meeting and living in community. 

3. Create a commercial space to give dynamism to the area and add a facility for the inhabitants that 

need to sell their products and also buy others.  

HABITATIONAL UNITIES 

1. Find a modulation and create flexible houses that can be mounted accordingly to the wishes  and 

economic power of the proprietary. 

2. Find a structure that combines resistance to weight and resistance to water 

3. Think on ways to make auto-sustaintable unities on the energetic point of view. 

4. Design a flood resistant structure.  

 

GENERAL PLAN   From the perception of existent axis that organized the reduced space 

of the population was possible to think on a new design, that preservated the two axis expanding, however, 

and intersecting between each other to create little squares of community meeting. Working in adittion to 

this principal axis of pier, was added perpendicular axis that expands in direction to the margin, aggregating 

more space. The immediate margin was reserved to build the commercial and service gallery, that would be 
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the entrance of this little neighborhood. The habitations would have a transition space before the street, like a 

portal that invites to enter and that protects the entrance.  

The cost of this comunitary pier could be rated to the population. Its important to add that 60 families are 

located on the following plan: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STRUCTURAL MATERIALS   Seeking for flexibility and lightness the structure 

must be moduled and easy to built. The most common constructive systems that attends to this requisites 

are the wood framing and the steel framing. But there is a problem: Both of these materials are very sensitive 

to water. Alternancy of cycles of wet and dry is not good to wood and even the Zinced Steel corroses if 

putted on water.  

So to bypass this weakness would be necessary to cover the choosen structure with some water resistant 

material. Researching for this water resistant materials, an option appeared as very convenient: Fiberglass, 

like the used in boats. Actually, most of  polymeric composts would make a good insulation. However, the 

research for a cheaper and more sustaintable material continued, by the way as we are dealing with a very 

poor population, the most cheaper, the best. And so the result of this research was the perception that was 

possible to use plastic to make the insulation and coveries. And its not any plastic. It’s Recycled Plastic. In 

united states even structural pillars and beams are being made of recycled plastic reinforced with fiberglass. 

And in Ceará, a state on nort of Brasil, entire Houses are being made of recycled plastic, From the casing to 

the floor.   

To choose between wood or steel was considered the capacity to resist to flexions and so the steel appeared 

as the best option for the habitational unities. It is more strong than wood, even that the wood under 

compression is more efficient. As we are dealing with water the choosen steel was the zinced. CorTen Steel 

is most resistant to corrosion, but it needs of alternate periods of wetness and dryness, so it would not work 

as well constantly underwater. And for protection we would have a covery with plastic.  
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For the comunitary pier the choosen material was wood, to break the coldness of the steel and of the plastic, 

to remember the houses in wooden stilts.  

Hence the structural parts of the building will be made of Still. Its important to remember that roofs made of 

steel needs protection against discharge of bolts. Then, was more adequate to choose a roof structure made 

of plaster  reinforced, with is lightier than steel and insulate against electric discharges.  

 

 

STRUCTURAL SYSTEM   To deal with tide variation, was designed a simple system 

based on two guide-pilars that permits vertical dislocation but maintains the house in its place. In adittion, 

the basis of the house – a floating pier – has a larger part full with air, similar to a boat, that helps in case of 

flotation. The house rests normally over pillars fixed to the riverbed and also rests on it in case of low tide, as 

seen on the following pictures: 
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BUDGET 

 

M² of Recycled PET = on average $ 30,00 

M² of Wood structure  = on average $ 300, 00 

M² of Steel Structure = on average $80,00 

Solar energy equipments = on average $ 1.000, 00 

Electric installation = on average $ 300,00  

Hidraulic Installation = on average 1.500, 00 

 

PRICE OF HABITATIONAL UNIT FOR 4 PERSON (54m²) 

Steel structure = 54m² x 80 = $ 4.320,00 

Pet Recovery (outside and inside) = 64m² x 30 = $ 1.920,00 

Eletric installation = $ 1.300 

Hidraulic Installation = $ 1.500 

TOTAL = $ 9.040,00 

Price per m² = $ 168,00 + additional costs = $ 200,00 

 

Wooden Pier = 1200m² x 300 USD = 360.000 / 60 = 6.000 per family.   

 

So, admitting that this population would have no help from the government and that the pier would be rated 

per family, a family would spend $ 15.000, 00 dollars on a 54m² house. This price could also be got land 

from a bank. Or at least the price of the pier could be financied to pay along the years. 

The pier could be built on parts. First the most ugent as the two axis and its perpendiculars, after the others. 

The commercial center could be the last thing to be build. 

The individual units were taught by modulated rooms, in a way that each family could buy the needed rooms 

for its house. As it is modulated, its easier to build on parts and after aggregate rooms. Even if the family can 

only build the external walls at first, the internal wall divisions can be easily added after.  

 


